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Volume A 

 

Question No : 1 

The outbound messaging system in IBM WebSphere Commerce processes the messages based on the 

message type. An application developer needs to modify the contents of the email by modifying the JSP 

file. Which option should be used to identify the out of the box JSP file?  

 

A. Query the MSGSTORE table for the view name and locate the corresponding JSP in struts-config.xml  

 

B. Query the MSGTYPES table for the view name and locate the corresponding JSP in struts-config.xml  

 

C. Query the MSGCONFIG table for the view name and locate the corresponding JSP in struts-config.xml  

 

D. Query the MSGVIEW table for the view name and locate the corresponding JSP instruts-config.xml  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 2 

What restrictions must the application developer keep in mind when building the command-based 

invalidation policies in cachespec.xml?  

 

A. The only methods that can be used in the method component, are those invoked by the command that 

returns the input instance variables  

 

B. All the cache IDs must match either the dependency IDs or component IDs  

 

C. All the invalidation IDs must match either the dependency IDs or component IDs  

 

D. The request attributes component type must be used  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 3 

An application developer decides to use the messaging system composition service while creating an 

outbound message to integrate with back-end systems and external applications. Each view created 

needs to be used by the messaging system's compose service.  

Which three of the following fields must be used by the Messaging View Command of the messaging 

system's compose service?  
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A. MESSAGEMAPPERID  

 

B. MESSAGEMAPPER NAME  

 

C. PROPERTIES  

 

D. PATH  

 

E. PARSERFEATURELIST  

 

F. INTERFACENAME  

 

Answer: A,C,F  

 

 

Question No : 4 

What restrictions must the applicationdeveloper keep in mind when building the command-based 

invalidation policies incachespec.xml?  

 

A. The only methods that can be used in the method component, are those invoked by the command that 

returns the input instance variables  

 

B. All the cache IDs must match either the dependency IDs or component IDs  

 

C. All the invalidation IDs must match either the dependency IDs or component IDs  

 

D. The request attributes component type must be used  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 5 

An application has the requirement to grant access to a gift giver for a specified gift registry. Upon 

successful completion, the specified URL should be called. If the action is unsuccessful, it should redirect 

to the error view.  

Which of the following URLs should be used to fulfill this requirement?  

 

A. GiftRegistryAuthentication  

 

B. GiftRegistryLogin  

 

C. GiftRegistryManageAuthentication  
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D. GiftCenterLogin  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 6 

An application developer needs to define a new Web service and update different configuration files used 

in developing Web services.  

Which configuration file needs to be changed for mapping the new Web service to the transport listeners 

found in the WebServicesRouter project?  

 

A. web.xml  

 

B. ibm-webservices-ext.xmi  

 

C. ibm-webservices-bnd.xmi  

 

D. webservices.xml  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 7 

A company with a multilingual website wants to extend the product display page to display some 

proprietary information. This proprietary information can either be in the form of a string or a number.  

What is the most efficient way to store and display this new information?  

 

A. Save this information in the provided custom fields in CATENTDESC (e.g fie Id 1. field2. etc ....) and 

reuse the existing access/data bean  

 

B. Save the information in an extended CATENTDESC table, create a sub-noun in the OOB CatalogEntry 

noun and then use DSL to access the new data  

 

C. Save the information in an extended CATENTRY table, create a sub-noun in the OOB CatalogEntry 

noun and then use DSL to access the new data  

 

D. Save this information in the provided custom fields in CATENTRY (e.g field 1, field2, etc ....) and reuse 

the existing access/data bean  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 8 
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A developer wants to customize the IBM WebSphere Commerce Search REST Runtime Framework to 

introduce a new search control parameter '_wcf.search.extendedSearchField' and pass its value from the 

storefront.  

Which file should the developer change to introduce a new search control parameter and add its mapping 

to the storefront parameter?  

 

A. schema.xml  

 

B. wc-search.xml  

 

C. wc-component.xml  

 

D. wc-rest-resourceconfig.xml  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 9 

Which feature was incorporated in the out of the box Aurora starter store as a part of IBM WebSphere 

Commerce V7.0 FEP 7?  

 

A. The ability to open store preview directly to the page that is being worked on in IBM Management 

Center for WebSphere Commerce  

 

B. The click-to-edit function for changing page layout from the store preview  

 

C. The option to search for products using faceted navigation  

 

D. The ability to access the Aurora starter store on devices such as the iPhone and Android web browsers  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 10 

An IBM WebSphere Commerce promotion data model has been extended and a new custom table 

X_PX_EXTENDEDPROMOTION is created with the key as PX_PROMOTION_ID. This new table will 

store Season and Year information about each promotion.  

An application developer has executed the Data Server Layer (DSL) Wizard and customized 

Management Center UI. The extended promotion information is visible in the Management Center for 

business users. Now, the business users would like to modify this extended promotion information 

through the Management Center.  

Considering that the information is already visible in the Management Center for business users, which 

two components in the DSL need to be introduced or modified to allow business users to update the 
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custom promotion data?  

 

A. wc-business-object-mediator.xml  

 

B. wc-update-MyCompanyPromotion.tpl  

 

C. wc-object-relational-metadata.xml  

 

D. wc-query-MyCompanyPromotion-update.tpl  

 

E. wc-query-MyCompanyPromotion-get.tpl  

 

Answer: A,C  

 

 

Question No : 11 

Which three of the following are subsystems in IBM WebSphere Commerce V7?  

 

A. Business Model  

 

B. Marketing  

 

C. Sales  

 

D. Trading  

 

E. Payments  

 

F. Registration  

 

Answer: B,C,F  

 

 

Question No : 12 

An application developer is troubleshooting an issue and wants to determine what APARs are installedon 

IBM WebSphere Commerce.  

How can this information berfound?  

 

A. Execute versionInfo batch file from the command line  

 

B. Check database table APARINFO  

 

C. Check SITE table records in the database  
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